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1 Introduction

If 2020 is the first year of DEFI and 2021 is the first year of

NFT, then 2022 will be the first year of DAO.

The full name of DAO is Decentralized Autonomous Corporations,

which means Decentralized Autonomous Organization. It relies on

smart contracts to run on the blockchain and has no legal

entity. The concept of DAO was first proposed by Vitalik

Buterin, the founder of Ethereum. In 2016, the first DAO

project TheDAO appeared, which raised more than 50 million US

dollars in 15 days. It was the largest crowdfunding project on

Ethereum at that time. One-third of the assets were stolen,

which also directly led to the hard fork of Ethereum.

After TheDAO, DAO has developed rapidly. According to Deep DAO

data, as of December 2021, DAO's total asset management scale

is 12.8 billion US dollars. Compared with the first half of the

year, the scale of funds deposited by DAOs has increased by

1422%. There are a total of 186 DAOs in the

17 million people. A report from blockchain research institute

Messari believes that "DAO will become the next big trend in

the development of the times".

Following the explosion of the Metaverse, people believe that

DeFi is the economic system of the Metaverse, and NFTs are the

assets of the Metaverse, which map to the real world like

currency and commodities. It can be seen that a close

relationship needs to be established between the two. As the

metaverse market continues to mature, DAOs are emerging in

terms of utilizing and investing in the metaverse. Goldman

Sachs Estimates the Future of the Metaverse Industry
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At $8 trillion, mainstream society has begun to pay attention to the

accessibility, usability, and monetization possibilities of virtual worlds.

DAO can make virtual land more accessible and help newcomers join Web3

to explore ways to share, rent and invest in digital finance in the metaverse.
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2、SuperPi Introduction

DAPP+NFT+DEFI+GamFi

=SuperPi Decentralized Ecological Financial Liquidity Model

This is a global autonomous community

is a bank for the people of the world

is a financial social network shared by everyone

When the old order is broken, when man is no longer the master of all

things

When the trust between people is as thin as a cicada, when the huge

computing power market is no longer flexible and transparent

The future world constructed by the core spirit of DAO will make us more

confident
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SuperPi Committed to providing a more open and flexible decentralized

financial service platform, and the well-known encrypted digital

currency platform Celsius Network completed the first round of angel

financing on behalf of the city, providing original BSC protocol tokens,

and adopting the form of community DAO governance to increase With

various new ways of financial derivatives, users can reduce economic

losses caused by opaque computing power-related information.

SuperPi is a digital asset aggregator for a fully developed ecosystem

in the scalable field of DAPP+NFT+DEFI+GamFi. Darwin's "Origin of

Species" tells us: "natural selection, survival of the fittest." As the

environment becomes more complex Change, people's competition is no

longer a mechanical struggle, but a human cognitive competition for the

essential laws of all things in the world. The system developed by

SuperPi based on the bottom layer of the BSC smart chain protocol is a

very innovative model, and this innovation is not an innovation in

packaging, but an innovation in nature. Although the cost is high, it

has no competitors.

SuperPi is an open, distributed, decentralized and integrated

cryptocurrency ecosystem built with multiple ecological links such as

ownership, games, NFT, DAO, oracles, DEX, and DFT trading markets. In

the scenario, through the collaboration of the SuperPi ecosystem, a

comprehensive service platform integrating public chain, distributed

financial infrastructure and financial service protocols will be built

to provide users with a comprehensive, safe, efficient and free service

platform.
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2.1 About SuperPi

SuperPi Vision∶

A Great Era of Liquid Finance in One Year

Mission of SuperPi:

Promote the integration of NFT+DEFI in the decentralized

financial community

Digital assetization → asset digitization

Today, SuperPi will once again lead the Renren financial

revolution under the current DeFi technology.

2.2 The complete ecosystem of SuperPi

With the vigorous development of the digital world, NFTs have

also begun to tokenize real-world assets. These NFT assets can

represent partial ownership of real-world assets and are stored

or traded in the blockchain network in the form of tokens. Once

applied, it can bring much-needed liquidity to the illiquid

market of art, real estate, and rare collectibles, and it is

also the re-empowerment of on-chain assets for off-chain value.

The digital asset platform on SuperPi chain is committed to

promoting the tokenized mapping of real world objects and NFTs

in the blockchain world. We combine physical objects, NFT and

DeFi models, and create SuperPi based on NFT technology to

endow physical assets with financial attributes, so as to

achieve Value sublimation.
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The world's first financial platform integrating DeFi+NFT+DAO digital ecology,

SuperPi is committed to observing and researching user needs, continuously

optimizing ecological application-related functions such as games,NFTs, and

transactions, and according to industry trends, combined with rich industry

experience and According to the real needs of trading users in the cryptocurrency

market, we innovatively propose and continue to try new breakthroughs to

provide the market with experience and services that are more in line with the

needs of trading users.

Based on the understanding of the entire market and the control of industry

trends, SuperPi has boldly innovated and integrated the main business of the

platform with DeFi projects. With the continuous optimization of the DeFi

market infrastructure, there are people in the market who continue to profit

from DeFi, the number of users participating in DeFi investment in the market

continues to increase, and the trading needs for DeFi projects are gradually

diversifying. The ecosystem we create will be built in four aspects:

1) NFT token

The non-homogeneous assets on the physical mapping chain can be mapped

one by one with real physical objects. While increasing the liquidity of assets, it

can improve security and reduce the trust threshold between flows. It is the core

asset certificate of SuperPi.

2) BSC Smart Chain DeFi

SuperPi will log in to the BSC smart chain ecosystem to increase the ecological

scope of SuperPi, and also lay a solid foundation for the cross-chain launch of

the public chain in the future.

3) SuperPi Token

The only governance token in the SuperPi ecosystem, SuperPi, enjoys a variety of

rights and interests, and truly achieves Dao's governance system. Holding

SuperPi will participate in the proposal and ecological governance of the SuperPi

system.

4) Virtual assets

High-value virtual assets, virtual assets participating in the SuperPi ecosystem

can participate in the mapping
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Eco-NFT, participating in the circulation of Eco-NFT and SuperPi, virtual

assets will be launched in Sberbank's blockchain technology theme

commemorative brand in the early stage, and more physical assets will be

launched in the later stage. The new model of digital asset platform on

SuperPi chain will be completely Breaking the barriers between real

collections and blockchain digital tokens to achieve perfect

interoperability, and this concept is currently unique in the world.

1) Staking mining + interactive chain game

With the popularity of the metaverse concept, game+defi has become a new

track and opportunity. Playing and earning in the game is the original

idea of   the entire chain game ecology. However, compared with

traditional games, chain games seem to be less Some sense of interaction

and operability.Based on this pain point, SuperPi launched the gamfi game

of pledge mining + interactive chain game, focusing on players' sense of

participation and experience. Just 10 years ago, gamers were a negative

image, people would think they were not sociable, unprofessional, with no

stable development and prospects. And now, with 2.8 billion gamers in the

world, everyone's perceptions and attitudes toward gamers have changed

dramatically. Today's blockchain is like games 10 years ago. The

interactive experience of games on the SuperPi chain can change ordinary

people's views on blockchain technology. "

SuperPi will be developed according to the main line of launching

interactive chain games + pledge mining first, launching the NFT market

in the mid-term, and then launching the metaverse game. In order of

difficulty, this pace of development is relatively steady.
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3、SuperPi Economic Model

English full name: SuperPi token symbol: SuperPi total issuance: fair launch

1000000000001000000000000000000000000000 pieces

Consensus mechanism: from 0 to 1

Core advantages: As early as 2020, the SuperPi project party has been

preparing for the construction of the underlying technology, and it will be

launched globally in March 2022. At present, the overseas promotion is

progressing very smoothly, and we think the Chinese market will have very

good growth. It will continue to require Chinese companies to carry out in-

depth cooperation, and it will be released in the Asian market for the first

time. SuperPi does not sell tokens in any form. The tokens are only used to

reward players who help the community achieve project tasks, and participate

and provide Players who contribute effectively.

Aims to really solve puzzles on a huge scale and really help players in need.

This is SuperPi's innovative distribution model, a brand-new, open-minded

great exploration of the future and light. Decentralized chain reform

ecology applied to SuperPi financial platform.

The total supply is 10000000000010000000000000000000000000000 pieces,

A 12% tax on the transaction amount is deducted from each transaction, based

on a smart contract mechanism. Among them, 100% of the number of tokens will

be added to the fund pool.

New ideas lead to new consensus, and new consensus leads to new development.

SuperPi is an intelligent, credible and open digital application ecosystem,

and an innovative application of blockchain technology in the digital field.

SuperPi is based on the most trending and promising asset synthesis and

decentralized derivatives in the current defi field
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Create an asset mall in the defi field by de-neutralizing the diverse

creativity and aggregation of financial products. In this ecosystem, SuperPi,

as a platform token, also plays the role of facility token, chain game token

and governance token. While SuperPi promotes the continuous growth of the

platform, it also grows into a valuable coin itself!

4、SuperPi Ecosystem: From 0 to 1
To prosper this ecosystem, SuperPi is committed to building a bridge for the

Metaverse to communicate with each other. At this stage, a digital token is

established to link the mutual cooperation between various systems such as DAO

DeFi, SWAP, NFT + GameFi, etc., to promote the development of the SuperPi

Metaverse Road.

SuperPi starts from a dream, from 0, everything starts from 0. From starting an idea

to the last 1, creating a multiverse metaverse ecosystem where users and creators

can have equal opportunities to participate. The powerful ecosystem that SuperPi

connects to provides users with a more immersive and “real” digital financial

world, bringing users into a more immersive augmented reality metaverse digital

world as it continues to shorten our The gap between the physical world and the

virtual world.

The SuperPi ecosystem innovatively absorbs and abandons the traditional Internet

and business models, and uses the underlying blockchain technology to create a

new user-oriented open and decentralized application form. SuperPi is a blockchain

new financial solution based on underlying technology. Through the underlying

cross-chain technology, link the main network of various blockchains in the

decentralized world, create an open source, decentralized, high-performance value

network, empower the financial industry, and open a new financial era of

blockchain.
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SuperPiIt is used to run decentralized finance and intelligent business applications.

Based on the open source protocol proposed by BSC, it has been improved and

expanded in combination with the current status of the digital asset industry and risk

control requirements, breaking the economic closure of defi2.0 and redefining the

concept of defi. We connect virtual digital assets and real assets through technology to

ensure the authenticity and consistency of on-chain digital assets and off-chain real

assets, and on-chain IDs and real identities.

SuperPi Ecological introduction

Introduction to uperpi ecology

All wealth comes side by side

out of thin air

Assets: the value of some of

your resources: the end use

of the resources

Wealth: what leads to the

appreciation of the unlimited

expansion of the use of resources?

Mechanism, so that incentives

form a permanent source of

scarcity, and scarcity is precious

Competition, herding, leverage,

magnifying faith with multiple,

eager to possess

Application, supply changes
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SuperPi Logic of rising value

NFT + defi symbiotic combination to promote the value of superpi

The significance of the existence of consumer economy symbiosis is to enhance the

belief of superpi community and regulate the supply according to the market, so as

to make superpi always rise in the established value direction. In the later stage, we

introduced pledge mining + interactive chain game. Superpi started from 0.1bnb

and our goal is 100000 BNB. Our logical process of value rise is to evolve from

ordinary tokens to NFT free trading and chain game.

SuperPi A great ecology

The advent of BTC has brought people a microcosm of a truly decentralized

consensus society in which no one is responsible and everyone is responsible,

Such a simple epitome is the perfect realization of the whole Utopia. The

fundamental reason why BTC has so many beliefs,

It is precisely because of the open source of its code and the disappearance of

Nakamoto that an independent community relying entirely on consensus

autonomy has become a reality.

Starting from superpi's vision of "God helps those who help themselves", we also

hope to create a community without team, decentralized and based on everyone's

self-help consensus. Therefore, in the superpi self-help community, superpi does

not belong to any organization. It only belongs to every human who believes in

superpi and continues to strengthen and self-help.

SuperPi = A mature autonomous community

Superpi will reconvene NFT assets and users through defi
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Build orderly autonomous communities,

And transfer everyone's financial concept to more people. In the past,

restricted by technology, this process is extremely slow, but superpi will take

the lead in opening a new decentralized defi liquidity ecosystem. Based on the

more expanded functions of superpi, each user can find new roles: suppliers,

promoters and developers. All these can be completed by themselves.

Contracts and contracts are automatically executed. The value flow of superpi

is free and unimpeded, and the community atmosphere is extremely positive.

Enough to shake the future ecological panorama of the world

The ecology of superpi will be a collection of all scenarios such as defi finance,

entertainment interaction, trading, media marketing, life services,

development platform and so on.

In the balanced world of superpi, mobility is the power and mission of

everyone. They can use all the resources to realize themselves, and all the

realization during this period is complete

Will leave unprecedented wealth to the world

Superpi = integration of the times

As the integrator of the defi era leading the revolution, superpi is fully able to

create a new financial system and support the token myth that will never fall,

whether from the depth of decentralization theory or the strength of NFT +

defi combination.

A new ecosystem beyond the existing defi volume is rising, the future has

come, and superpi will become the leader in the future.
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5、SuperPi - DAO

Superpidao is a pan industry decentralized application beyond

the scope of money and finance, such as applications in the

fields of government, medical treatment, science, culture, games

and art. It involves new concepts such as cross chain

communication, multi chain cooperation and distributed social

network. Under the guidance of the current play to earn hot

model, we will democratize the construction of superpi Dao and

forge non homogenous tokens (NFT) to generate real cash flow. We

plan to build a complete business chain for its surrounding

industries, including brain computer interface technology,

digital property rights, digital business incubation, AR

technology, etc., subdivide users into Dao members specific to a

certain ecology, and expand to a new virtual world - superpi

meta universe.

At present, superpi Dao serves the construction of metauniverse

in the form of blockchain industry fund, with a capital scale of

US $1 billion, which can provide funds, resources and other

services for more high-quality facilities in superpi

metauniverse, actively explore the innovation and development of

blockchain + games, promote the integration and implementation

of blockchain enterprise applications, and provide good products

and services to the differentiated market, It also calls on more

institutions with the same values to participate together and

jointly create a decentralized business world in the era of

digital economy.
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6、SuperPi Future planning

Superpi really starts from 0, and everything starts from 0. The

initial token issue price is 0.1bnb.

1. Phase I

Fourth quarter of 2021

Team building, economic model design and improvement

1. Phase II

First quarter of 2022

Official website white paper production and smart contract

development in the first quarter of 2022

Superpi officially launched

3. Phase III

Holders increased rapidly in the third quarter of 2022 and in the

fourth quarter of 2022

DAPP launched by superpi pledge mining in the second quarter of

2023

Continue to promote and launch the interactive chain game

superpi game, which makes money while playing.
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Fourth quarter of 2023

Connect with the three major mainstream exchanges and arrange the

centralized exchange on superpi

4. Phase IV

Second quarter of 2024

Count Dow yuan universe ecological closed-loop coin holders forming Dao

+ defi + gamefi + NFT have increased significantly, and the 100000 times

plan is about to be realized

5. Phase V

Second quarter of 2025

Superpi ecological company was established to tackle 100000 times of

difficulties in an all-round way. It is planned to be in the fourth quarter of

2025

From 0 to 100000 times of the plan, PI is achieved
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Epilogue

The world's first financial platform integrating defi + NFT +

Dao + gamfi ecology will be launched globally, which is a

small foothold in superpi's journey of continuous exploration

and innovation. Superpi always believes that sustainable

products and development not only depend on the

constantly updated needs of market users, but also take into

account the benefits and risks of users. Only by

comprehensively considering these factors and making

breakthrough innovation can we finally create products and

services that are most in line with user preferences and most

suitable for the market.

Create value with strength and create a better future with

technology. Superpi builds a bridge between digital finance

and the real world, shaping new driving forces of the industry.

Superpi consensus ecology drives the future and endows the

ecology of defi + NFT + Dao with unlimited appreciation

potential. Superpi will lead the new wealth world, lead

investors to catch the wealth express, overtake in corners,

and realize the freedom and dream of life wealth!

Join the world of superpi now. Everyone's finance awakens

wealth and freedom. Unlimited possibilities. Hope to have

you
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Risk warning &amp; Disclaimer

This document is only used to convey information and does not

constitute relevant opinions on token trading of the project. The

information and analysis in this document do not constitute investment

decisions, but only provide information reference. Please do not trade

or invest in any tokens based solely on this information.

Any investment involves significant risks, including but not limited to

price fluctuations, insufficient liquidity and potential principal loss.

Investors should conduct independent due diligence on the topics

discussed in this document with the assistance of professional financial,

legal and tax experts, and make independent judgment on the relevant

market before making any investment decision.

The information contained in this document may include certain

forward-looking statements, and no statement or warranty is made as

to the accuracy of such forward-looking statements. Any projections

and assessments contained in this document are speculative and based

on certain assumptions.
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